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Dear <<>>,
Thank you once again very much for your perceptive and supportive report. Both staff
and students appreciate the extra time that you spent this year with level 2 and the
detailed scrutiny that you gave level 3. This highlighted some interesting issues and
enabled both level 2 and 3 students to understand that their work had been moderate
externally. As last year one of the most valuable aspects of the visit was the verbal
feedback that you were able to elicit from levels 2 and 3. Sometimes in these
situations the students open up in a way which they have not done with the staff, the
information given or issues raised can then be given attention by the staff.
Interestingly, the issues raised with you had parallels with some comments made in
NSS and PES reports but which had not been raised in in-house module feedback or
with the team in person. As last year the whole team very much enjoyed working with
you and found your thorough approach very helpful, we acted on your comments last
year with some success and will endevour to do the same this year.
I will respond to the points in your report in the order in which they appear.
Student Expectations
The issue of technical support in the printmaking area was raised once again by the
students. This is a long running issue. In the longer term we hope that this will be
resolved if the Centre for Art Practice comes into being, then there will be more
flexibility with academic and technical staff. In the short term there is the possibility
of a PhD applicant whose interest lies in print, if accepted <<>> may be able to help.
Two other approaches should also help with students’ perception. For both practical
(staff change and reduction) and ideological reasons the students are no longer
divided into groups strictly according to studio discipline. The print workshop is now
referred to as a workshop not a studio area. All students have been given a workspace
in either the 2D or 3D area, although this has meant that the 2D studio is now
crowded and some student comments reflect this.
Your remarks on the potential Centre for Art Practice at Leeds are appreciated and
will be considered when further discussions take place.
Key technical workshops in painting
This is now being put into place.
The main focus of the imparting of key technical issues for painting will be in level 1
semester 2 where the two six week painting option will be reconsidered and re written
to incorporate clear exercises in composition, surface, colour and pictorial space,
mark-making, glazing techniques and colour mixing and theory. All this information
will be on the VLE and this project will be discussed with all members of staff
engaged with delivery of painting so that in levels 2 and 3 these notions and skills can
be built on and developed during tutorials.
The benefits of this will take some time to come through to influence the course, so in

addition in semester 1 <<>> and <<>> are offering practical workshops both within
the teaching sessions and as voluntary extras. Two visiting painting specialists have
also been invited to run painting workshops with level 1 and a refresher course for
level 3.
The development of photography
As discussed with the team and with you as external examiner we would like to see
photography and other lens based work take more of a prominent role in our course.
The rationale for this twofold: Firstly, some increase would reflect more accurately
what is occurring in the contemporary art world. Secondly, given that our course has
less studio/practical time available than most others and for some students to acquire
skills in painting can be very time consuming, some of our students have very
advanced ideas conceptually but lack the drawing and painting skills to execute these
to the required standard then in these cases photography is a useful alternative.
To this end I am delighted that <<>> is now contributing to level 1 throughout the
year. This will provide a firm basis for all the students to build on for future years in
the course. <<>> is working with us on the Armley Mills project and in semester 2
runs two six-week photography specialisms. <<>> also offers photography electives
that we will encourage those students with an interest in this to take and <<>> has
made <<>> available by appointment for levels 2 and 3.
In addition to this there are Art and Design lecturers who have photography or a lens
based element as part of their practice either as a tool for visual research or as part of
their exhibitable outcomes, <<>>, <<>>, <<>>, <<>> and <<>> all have some aspect
f their practice which is lens based.
<<>> is a regular visitor whose practice incorporates lens based activities and I ensure
that some of our visiting talks incorporate photography. This semester <<>>, <<>>
and <<>> fall into this category.
The range and ambition of drawing
We see drawing a key for a course in Art and Design and intend to develop this aspect
further.
• Observational drawing is now the first activity that all level students
experience on the course at Armley Mills. This will be reinforced as an option
later in the project.
• In semester 2 of level 1 both the painting and the “drawing and print” studio
discipline options will place greater emphasis on working from observation
rather than through photography.
• In addition the two tutors involved in the level 1 drawing electives will now
encourage more observational drawing as part of their courses.
There is a continued emphasis on drawing in our visiting artist programme. This
semester the visitors include <<>> and <<>>.

We appreciate your comments about the development of a unique ethos of the
programme. The balance of Art, Design and theoretical modules in a University
context is, as far as we know, exceptional and suits a very articular kind of student.
There is much flexibility possible: see the examples below. BA Art and Design offers
a broad art education and there are many opportunities on this course to tailor the
degree to suit particular interests, for example:
•

•
•

•
•

•

If studenst are interested in lens based work there are electives in photography
and moving image and this can also be pursue this in studio practice and the
student might write their dissertation on an aspect of film or photography.
If studenst are interested in typography there are electives in this and then they
might make text-based works in studio practice.
If they are interested in the ways in which contemporary theory and art
practice can inform each other and enjoy the challenge of academic writing
then there are optional modules that develop this aspect.
If they have an entrepreneurial leaning they can opt to devote more time to
aspects of marketing and can choose electives from the Business School.
One of the advantages of being in a large research active university is that
there are electives available in a very wide range of subjects taught by
specialists and experts. Art and Design students have chosen to study electives
in psychology, philosophy, ecology, environmental science, country house
studies and classics all of which have influenced their practice in unexpected
ways. Languages are also a popular choice and can be invaluable if you
choose to study for a year abroad
If the student has an interest in the relation between Art, Science and
Technology then there are ample opportunities to select options and electives
to support this.

•
In open day presentations and in other course material it is made very clear how the
Design aspect is delivered nonetheless, each year, there are one or two students who
should really be on a Graphics course. I am taking extra care when reading UCAS
statements to root these out and will not longer accept any students who originally
applied to study Graphics.
We look forward to seeing you again in January.
Best wishes

